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WiNterlude  iNterlude
a group shoW featuriNg 12 artists

evoking memories of the change in 

seasons, from snowy outdoor scenes 

to warm indoor moments frozen in 

time to thought-provoking abstract 

pieces. 

Our artists have captured a wide 

array of their impressions of this time 

of year.
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patricia bello

Untitled
12 x 16 in, Acrylic
2023

titabello88@gmail.com

patricia bello

patricia bello

Miss the MoUntains
15 x 11 in, Acrylic
2023

titabello88@gmail.com
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claire bonenfant

WoMan in Winter in 
WoMan

24 x 12 in, egg tempura, ink
2023

claire boNeNfaNt
Artist statement   

Aproaching the subject of Winter, i immediately saw snowflakes 
falling on a black coat under a tree.  Moving deeper into the 
image i began to realize that the underlying theme was actually 
the approaching winter in my own life.  by the time the feet 
were buried, already starting their journey back to the earth, 
it had become inappropriate that they should be anyone’s feet 
but my own;  and it was obvious that the painting had become 
a multi dimensional selfie, frozen in time.

Winter is in the woman, time is in eternity and trust is at the 
heart of  peace.

___

claire bonenfant graduated from the Ontario college of Art 
and Design in 1980, and has practiced her art in many forms 
ever since.  She has participated in several group shows in the 
toronto and Ottawa areas.

her paintings take two directions, the first centering on the 
organic design and decorative pattern formed in nature, and 
the second taking a more mythic perspective, attempting to 
capture the thought forms that occupy the subtler world we 
also live in.

claire is an accomplished muralist, portrait artist, designer and 
scenic painter, and has begun to teach art and creativity.

She is esoterically oriented, influenced by several Mystery 
traditions.  

clbonenfant@gmail.com                                                                                                                    
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brianna caryll

MilkWeeds 1
17 x 12  in, photography
2023
SOlD

briaNNa caryll
Artist statement 

i learn about my inner world by observing the natural world. 
these are images of milkweeds in their spectacular death 
cycle.Decay falls away to the lightness of being. What is my 
relationship to loss, letting go and possibility? i explore answers 
through themes of abstract, stillness, high-contrast, luminosity, 
and textures.

___

brianna caryll was born in toronto. She discovered the joy 
in taking and developing photographs at summer camp. the 
beauty and awe in plants and flowers has been a constant 
theme in her work. photography is as much a meditative 
practice as it is one of her mediums for artistic expression.

brianna is also a life-long dancer and emerging painter. She 
joined the heliconian club in 2023.   

brianna.caryll@gmail.com                                                                                                                      
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brianna caryll

MilkWeeds 4
17 x 12  in, photography

2023

brianna caryll

MilkWeeds 2
17 x 12  in, 
photography
2023

brianna caryll

MilkWeeds 3
17 x 12  in, 

photography
2023
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lucie colliNs
Artist statement  

photography, along with painting and sculpture, is one of my 
outlets for creative juices. the piece titled Touch of Turquoise is 
inspired by my trip to Africa; the colour palette i chose reflects 
the African savanna. the Fuchsia Surprise reflects the colourful 
birds we encountered in Kenya and botswana.

i took the Salon series on one of my trips to lake como, italy. 
We were invited to the Villa d’este concourse d’elégance to 
show our 1949 Alfa Romeo. One of the weekend’s festivities 
was a banquet at neighbouring Villa erba where we had a 
degustation of food from the Renaissance period and an 
experience of the social life of that period. Actors re-enacted 
a social evening in the Renaissance period. 

through my photography and painting — which is a new 
endeavour — i would like to convey stories.

i have made a lot of stories through my photography, mostly to 
revive abandoned places like the bethlehem steels or vehicles 
abandoned in junk yards. A lot of those photographs have 
been exhibited in galleries in toronto.      

luciecollins@gmail.com                                                                                                                 

lucie collins

a toUch of tUrqUoise
 24.625 x 34.625 in, Acrylic
2023

lucie collins

BUilding layers / fUcshia sUrprise
21 X 31  in, Acrylic
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lucie collins

renaissance salon  
scene 3

11 x 14 in, Giclee print
2018

Series (6) for 

lucie collins

renaissance salon scene 1
11 x 14 in,  

Giclee print
2018

Series (6) for 

lucie collins

renaissance salon scene 2
11 x 14 in,  

Giclee print
2018

Series (6) for 

lucie collins

BUilding layers / fUcshia sUrprise
21 X 31  in, Acrylic
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lucie collins

finale of the salon 
gathering

11 x 14 in, Giclee print
2018

Series (6) for 

lucie collins

adMiring glance of the coUnt 
scene 4
11 x 14 in,  
Giclee print
2018

Series (6) for 

lucie collins

savoUring 
sWeets scene 

5
11 x 14 in,  

Giclee print
2018

Series (6) for 
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Vivian east

White door
24 x 24 in, Oil

2022

viviaN east
Artist statement

the mixed media piece, Winter Dance, is one of a set of four 
alluding to the four seasons. i began with a wash of watercolour 
on rag paper. the first layer after that consists of a free-form 
pencil drawing which is selectively painted in watercolour. 
then i printed on it with a vintage crocheted doily soaked in 
gesso. Once it was dry, more watercolour was strategically 
applied to bring out the patterns in the lace.

the oil paintings are all gleaned from my travels in places both 
rural and remote across canada. i have made it my mission to 
visit places in our vast and beautiful country that are often not 
seen or overlooked by the majority of travelers and then bring 
them to life on canvas for all to see.

vivian.east@gmail.com                                                                                                                          
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Vivian east

Winter dance
15 x 22 in, Mixed Media

2023

Vivian east

Winter afternoon
12 x 18 in, pastel

2023
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Vivian east

first snoW in the 
valley

24 x 36  in, Oil
2022

Vivian east

snoWy fields
15 x 30 in, Oil

2022
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floreNce guttmaN
Artist statement  

My artwork reflects my love of colour, shape and movement.  
each piece expresses a mood of its own.  

“Stormy Weather” uses bold strokes to reflect intense 
movement.  the tree has many layers reflecting the storms it 
has weathered.

“A New Day” shows the blue sky shining through on a bright 
wintery day.

___

Florence has loved to draw and paint since childhood.  
throughout the years she has explored various forms of art 
— from pottery, to stained glass to her present passion for 
painting.

Florence is currently working with watercolour and acrylics to 
create florals, landscapes and abstracts.

her abstract works in this show display the use of various 
materials, tools and techniques to create bold, vibrant paintings.

floguttmanart@gmail.com                                                                                                                        
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Florence Guttman

storMy Weather
30 x 30  in, Mixed

2016
nFS

Florence Guttman

a neW day
20 x 24 in, Acrylic

2020
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Dougal M.haggart

snoW day
8 x 10 in, Oil
2015

dougal m.haggart
Artist statement 

What prompts me to draw?  usually it’s to record a specific 
narrative, place and moment.  Or to portray a memory of my 
own experience. 

When i write something, i “see what i think” as Gertrude put 
it, and if i draw, i see so much more.  So i love to sketch from 
life, particularly when it gets me outdoors and i come upon a 
scene by chance or design. that is how Snow Day and Winter 
Ride began. Or i paint a still life at home, when it’s cold out: 
this produced Hyacinths in February.    

i use watercolour, gouache, oil or acrylic. i try to make larger 
works in acrylic convey a mood as well as tell a story: Winter 
Afternoon is about loving to skate and Rocking Chair is about 
returning home to the warm.    

Leavin’ it all behind, 
Rhythm to ease my mind 
I’ll say goodbye to care 
In my rocking chair. 
~ lesley Duncan

___ 

Dougal worked as a lithographic stripper, typesetter, graphic 
artist and web designer. Since retiring, she has been exploring 
what she can make by hand. Dougal has not left print and 
web behind, however, she enjoys maintaining a virtual gallery 
online and grouping images to make picture books. her latest, 
Thirty-Six Views: Adventures in Painting Toronto, 2012 – 2022, is 
available at www.dmhaggart.ca. 

dougal@dmhaggart.ca                                                                                                                       
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http://www.dmhaggart.ca
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Dougal M.haggart

Winter ride
12 x 12 in, Acrylic

2017
SOlD

Dougal M.haggart

rocking chair
18 x 24 in, Acrylic

2023
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Dougal M.haggart

hyacinths in feBrUary
12 x 9 in, Gouache & Acrylic

2023

Dougal M.haggart

Winter afternoon
18 x 24 in, Acrylic

2023
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Kye Marshall

fleeting feMale forMs (iii)
15 x 22 in, Archival pigment print

2021

Kye marshall
Artist statement   

up north where the winter world is transformed into a pristine 
flowing landscape by blowing swirling snow, i snowshoe into 
the wilderness where sculptured shapes appear, cloaked in 
sparkling crystals and contoured by reflected  blue skies.

Female forms emerge —on hills, in snow banks, on river 
sides. but these images are fleeting - constantly shifting with 
the melting heat of the sun and the whirling wind. like sand 
paintings they are in a constant state of shape shifting. perhaps 
all images are impermanent-at least in their perception.

to “capture” these images with a camera is to be in the moment 
with them, appreciate their impermanence and treasure the 
illusion that they have been given permanence by being on a 
memory card, or  film or paper—or on a computer.

Most of my photography is focused on Abstract nature. part of 
my objective is to encourage people  to  notice the profound 
beauty of the world around us within an awareness of how we 
are destroying it through pollution and green house gases.  is 
this a realistic goal?

We perceive the world with our own unique vision—each of us 
seeing the same image differently from our own perspective. 
perhaps a wish for more female consciousness in this world 
prompted me to see these gorgeous formations as female 
forms.

in the past the painted/sculpted naked female form has often 
been exploited, abused and objectified. here the forms seem 
pure of intent. how would you have seen these images if you 
hadn’t heard my title?

Or did my title help you perceive the images differently? 

kyemarshall@rogers.com      
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Kye Marshall

fleeting feMale 
forMs (ii)

15 x 22 in, Archival pigment 
print
2021

Kye Marshall

fleeting feMale 
forMs (i)

15 x 22 in, Archival pigment 
print
2021
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catherine Maunsell

vignette #1 Winter Wine
10 x 8  in, Acrylic

2023
SOlD

catheriNe mauNsell
Artist statement    

For me painting is sensuous, visceral and intuitive. i begin with a 
very limited idea - a mood, a feeling or perhaps an experiment 
with line - anything more detailed and concrete derails my 
process.  i generally choose a dominant colour palette to fit 
the mood. i set down my first marks usually with some idea 
of whether i want this to be a primarily organic or geometric 
painting.  i lay down some lines/shapes and i’m off! 

i am an emotional painter who responds to the marks and 
the colours, as i paint, never certain where i will finally land! 
Sometimes the initial marks get to survive as laid down but as 
i engage in the process of reviewing and revising, painting over 
and scratching through, reworking shapes and adjusting colour, 
they may disappear or change beyond recognition. creating a 
finished painting is a process of addition and subtraction.        

cath.maunsell@icloud.com                                                                                                              
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catherine Maunsell

vignette #2 
10 x 8  in, Acrylic

2023

catherine Maunsell

vignette #3 
10 x 8  in, Acrylic

2023
SOlD
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catherine Maunsell

vignette #4
10 x 8  in, Acrylic

2023

catherine Maunsell

vignette #5 
11.5 x 7.5 in, Acrylic

2023
SOlD
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catherine Maunsell

sUrroUnded city
22 x 30 in, Acrylic 

2023

unframed

catherine Maunsell

cracked ice
14 x 20 in, Acrylic

2023
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catherine Maunsell

Under the snoW
14 x 20  in, Acrylic

2023

catherine Maunsell

Bare Branches
16 x 20  in, Acrylic

2023
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barbara Muir

sUnset at the lake
8 x 10 in, Acrylic

barbara muir
Artist statement  

being an artist is a gift. the visual world is continuously cap-
tivating - offering constant inspiration. these three paintings, 
seemingly unconnected, are responses to the beauty of winter. 

Sweet sunlight and coffee is a fantasy interior of a coffee shop 
— with the bright colours i love. 

The cake house is my record of a gorgeous house going up next 
to a path we love in the woods in a neighbourhood park. We 
live in a 15 foot wide semi detached house — so this place 
looked like a party.

Sunset at the lake is one of the spectacular visual feasts available 
at the west end of our city - always magnificent.

barbara.muir@sympatico.ca                                                                                                                       
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barbara Muir

sWeet sUnlight and 
coffee

18 x 24 in, Acrylic

barbara Muir

the cake hoUse
14 x 18 in, Acrylic
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patricia Stamp

WilloWdale ice storM of 2013 
#1
16 x 20  in, Fine Art Archival print
2013 / 2023

patricia stamp
Artist statement  - WillOWDAle WinteRS 

As someone who grew up in South Africa, moving to north 
America had its challenges, but also stunning surprises. i never 
imagined the beauty of icy landscapes, and even less the 
wonder of ice in its various manifestations on windows and 
up close. this series seeks to capture this wonder, from inside 
my window and just outside my door during several toronto 
winters.

i have been taking photographs since i was eight, and exhibiting 
my work with toronto arts organizations since 2009, after 
a career as an African Studies professor at York university. 
the digital and film archive that forms the basis of my photo 
art includes images from five continents, across an array of 
subject matter. i have always been attracted to the margins 
of place, time and mind, looking for the beauty and meaning 
to be found in the world’s liminal places, at the interface of 
elements - water, sky, rock, plant, artefact.

 pstamp@yorku.ca                                                                                                                      
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patricia Stamp

WilloWdale ice storM 
of 2013 #2

16 x 20  in, Fine Art Archival 
print

2013 / 2023

patricia Stamp

WilloWdale ice storM 
of 2013 #3

16 x 20  in, Fine Art Archival 
print

2013 / 2023
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patricia Stamp

snoW to icicles in 
WilloWdale 2009

20 x 16 in, Fine Art Archival 
print

2009 / 2023

patricia Stamp

ice WeBs in 
WilloWdale WindoW 

2011
20 x 16 in, Fine Art Archival 

print
2011 / 2023
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Rosemary tannock

tUrn, tUrn, tUrn
19 x 14.5 in, Watercolour

2021

rosemary taNNocK
Artist statement   

As an enthusiastic watercolourist, i alternate between com-
posing and painting scenes from real-life (e.g., Shinny on Don 
Valley Brickworks Pond) and those from my inner-life. 

the imagined muskox in a blizzard was motivated by 
discovering that its inner wool coat is eight times warmer than 
sheep’s wool and finer than cashmere! 

Another day, while listening to pete Seeger’s 1959 sing and its 
refrain ‘to everything turn, turn, turn, there is a season turn, 
turn, turn’, an image of this möbius form came to mind, slowly 
rotating in the sky through the seasons of darkness and light.

And although i did indeed see the most incredible night skies 
when i was on sabbatical in norway, this little rendition of an 
aurora borealis is sheer imagination.

tannockr@gmail.com                                                                                                                       
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Rosemary tannock

aUrora Borealis, 
troMso

11 x 14 in, Watercolour
2021

SOlD

Rosemary tannock

MUskox in Blizzard
16 x 20  in, Watercolour

2021
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Rosemary tannock

shinny on don valley 
BrickWorks pond

21 x 29 in, Watercolour
2023

SOlD
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Notice to collectors
items are available for sale during the show run but 
are released to purchasers after the show closes and 
the artist is paid. 

please arrange a purchase with staff at heliconian 
hall or directly via email with the artist.

© 2024 the heliconian club 
35 hazelton Avenue,  
toronto 

 
www.heliconianclub.org  

    

All reproduction rights for each work of art are 
retained by the artist.

http://www.heliconianclub.org
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